
Nonmonotonic and Paraconsistent Reasoning:From Basic Entailments to Plausible RelationsOfer Arieli and Arnon AvronDepartment of Computer Science, School of Mathematical Sciences,Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv 69978, Israelfofera,aag@math.tau.ac.ilAbstract. In this paper we develop frameworks for logical systemswhich are able to reect not only nonmonotonic patterns of reason-ing, but also paraconsistent reasoning. For this we consider a sequenceof generalizations of the pioneering works of Gabbay, Kraus, Lehmann,Magidor and Makinson. Our sequence of frameworks culminates in whatwe call plausible, nonmonotonic, multiple-conclusion consequence rela-tions (which are based on a given monotonic one). Our study yieldsintuitive justi�cations for conditions that have been proposed in previ-ous frameworks, and also clari�es the connections among some of thesesystems. In addition, we present a general method for constructing plau-sible nonmonotonic relations. This method is based on a multiple-valuedsemantics, and on Shoham's idea of preferential models.1 IntroductionOur main goal in this paper is to get a better understanding of the conditionsthat a useful relation for nonmonotonic and paraconsistent [5] reasoning shouldsatisfy. For this we consider a sequence of generalizations the pioneering worksof Gabbay [7], Kraus, Lehmann, Magidor [8] and Makinson [12]. These general-izations are based on the following ideas:{ Each nonmonotonic logical system is based on some underlying monotonicone.{ The underlying monotonic logic should not necessarily be classical logic,but should be chosen according to the intended application. If, for example,inconsistent data is not to be totally rejected, then an underlying paracon-sistent logic might be a better choice than classical logic.{ The more signi�cant logical properties of the main connectives of the under-lying monotonic logic, especially conjunction and disjunction (which havecrucial roles in monotonic consequence relations), should be preserved as faras possible.{ On the other hand, the conditions that de�ne a certain class of nonmonotonicsystems should not assume anything concerning the language of the system(in particular, the existence of appropriate conjunction or disjunction shouldnot be assumed).



Our sequence of generalizations culminates in what we call (followingLehmann[9]) cautious plausible consequence relations (which are based on a given mono-tonic one.1)Our study yields intuitive justi�cations for conditions that have been pro-posed in previous frameworks and also clari�es the connections among some ofthese systems. Moreover, while the logic behind most of the systems which wereproposed so far is supraclassical (i.e., every �rst-degree inference rule that isclassically sound remains valid in the resulting logics), the consequence relationsconsidered here are also capable of drawing conclusions from incomplete andinconsistent theories in a nontrivial way.In the last part of this paper we present a general method for constructingsuch plausible nonmonotonic and paraconsistent relations. This method is basedon a multiple-valued semantics, and on Shoham's idea of preferential models[21].22 General BackgroundWe �rst briey review the original treatments of [8] and [12]. The language theyuse is based on the standard propositional one. Here, ; denotes the materialimplication and � denotes the corresponding equivalence operator. The clas-sical propositional language, with the connectives :, _, ^, ;, �, and with apropositional constant t, is denoted here by �cl.De�nition 1. [8] Let `cl be the classical consequence relation. A binary rela-tion3 j�0 between formulae in �cl is called cumulative if it is closed under thefollowing inference rules:reexivity:  j�0 .cautious monotonicity: if  j�0� and  j�0 � , then  ^� j�0 � .cautious cut: if  j�0� and  ^� j�0 � , then  j�0 � .left logical equivalence: if `cl �� and  j�0 � , then � j�0 � .right weakening: if `cl ;� and � j�0 , then � j�0�.De�nition 2. [8] A cumulative relation j�0 is called preferential if it is closedunder the following rule:left _-introduction (Or) if  j�0 � and � j�0� , then  _� j�0� .The conditions above might look a little-bit ad-hoc. For example, one mightask why ; is used on the right, while the stronger � is used on the left. A1 See [4] for another formalism with non-classical monotonic consequence relations asthe basis for nonmonotonic consequence relations.2 Due to a lack of space, proofs of propositions are omitted; They will be given in thefull version of the paper.3 A \conditional assertion" in terms of [8].



discussion and some justi�cation appears in [8, 11].4 A stronger intuitive justi�-cation will be given below, using more general frameworks.In what follows we consider several generalizations of the basic relationspresented above:1. Allowing the use of nonclassical logics (for example: paraconsistent logics)as the basis, instead of classical logic.2. Allowing the use of a set of premises rather than a single one.3. Allowing the use of multiple conclusions relations rather than single conclu-sion ones.The key logical concepts which stand behind these generalizations are thefollowing:De�nition 3.a) An ordinary Tarskian consequence relation (tcr , for short) [22] is a binaryrelation ` between sets of formulae and formulae that satis�es the followingconditions:5s-TR strong T-reexivity: � ` for every  2� .TM T-monotonicity: if � ` and � �� 0 then � 0` .TC T-cut: if �1` and �2;  `� then �1; �2`�.b) An ordinary Scott consequence relation (scr , for short) [19, 20] is a binaryrelation ` between sets of formulae that satis�es the conditions below:s-R strong reexivity: if � \� 6=; then � `�.M monotonicity: if � `� and � �� 0, ���0, then � 0`�0.C cut: if �1` ;�1 and �2;  `�2 then �1; �2`�1;�2.De�nition 4.a) Let j� be a relation between sets of formulae.� A connective ^ is called internal conjunction (w.r.t. j�) if:[^j�]I �;  ; � j� ��; ^� j� � [^j�]E �;  ^� j� ��; ; � j� �� A connective ^ is called combining conjunction (w.r.t. j�) if:[j�^]I � j�  ;� � j� �;�� j�  ^�;� [j�^]E � j�  ^�;�� j�  ;� � j�  ^�;�� j� �;�� A connective _ is called internal disjunction (w.r.t. j�) if:[j�_]I � j�  ; �;�� j�  _�;� [j�_]E � j�  _ �;�� j�  ; �;�4 Systems that satisfy the conditions of De�nitions 1, 2, as well as other related sys-tems, are also considered in [6, 13, 18, 10].5 The pre�x \T" reects the fact that these are Tarskian rules.



� A connective _ is called combining disjunction (w.r.t. j�) if:[_j�]I �;  j� � �; � j� ��; _� j� � [_j�]E �;  _� j� ��; j� � �; _� j� ��; � j� �b) Let j� be a relation between sets of formulae and formulae. The notionsof combining conjunction, internal conjunction, and combining disjunction arede�ned for j� exactly like in case (a).Note: If ` is an scr (tcr) then ^ is an internal conjunction for ` i� it is acombining conjunction for `. The same is true for _ in case ` is an scr. This,however, is not true in general.3 Tarskian Cautious Consequence RelationsDe�nition 5. A Tarskian cautious consequence relation (tccr , for short) is abinary relation j� between sets of formulae and formulae in a language � thatsatis�es the following conditions:6s-TR strong T-reexivity: � j� for every  2� .TCM T-cautious monotonicity: if � j� and � j��, then �;  j��.TCC T-cautious cut: if � j� and �;  j��, then � j��.Proposition 1. Any tccr j� is closed under the following rules for every n:TCM[n] if � j� i (i=1;: : :; n) then �;  1; : : : ;  n�1 j� n.TCC[n] if � j� i (i=1;: : :; n) and �;  1; : : : n j��, then � j��.We now generalize the notion of a cumulative entailment relation. We �rstdo it for Tarskian consequence relations ` that have an internal conjunction ^.De�nition 6. A tccr j� is called f^;`g-cumulative if it satis�es the followingconditions:� if  `� and �` and  j�� , then � j�� . (weak left logical equivalence)� if  `� and � j� , then � j��. (weak right weakening)� ^ is also an internal conjunction w.r.t. j�.If, in addition, ` has a combining disjunction _, then j� is called f_;^;`g-preferential if it also satis�es the single-conclusion version of [_j�]I.Proposition 2. Suppose j� is `cl-cumulative [`cl-preferential]. Let  j�0 � i� j� �. Then w.r.t. �cl, j�0 is cumulative [preferential] in the sense of [8].Conversely: if j�0 is cumulative [preferential] in the sense of [8] and we de�ne 1;: : :;  n j�� i�  1 ^: : :^  n j�0�, then j� is `cl-cumulative [`cl-preferential].We next generalize the de�nition of a cumulative tccr to make it independentof the existence of an internal conjunction.6 This set of conditions was �rst proposed in [7].



Proposition 3. Let ` be a tcr, and let j� be a tccr in the same language. Thefollowing connections between ` and j� are equivalent:TCum T-cumulativity for every � 6=;, if � ` then � j� .TLLE T-left logical equiv. if �;  `� and �; � ` and �;  j�� , then �; � j�� .TRW T-right weakening if �;  `� and � j� , then � j��.TMiC T-mixed cut: for every � 6=;, if � ` and �;  j� �, then � j��.De�nition 7. Let ` be a tcr. A tccr j� in the same language is called `-cumulative if it satis�es any of the conditions of Proposition 3. If ` has a com-bining disjunction _, and j� satis�es [_j�]I, then j� is called f_;`g-preferential .Note: Since � ` for every  2� , TCum implies s-TR, and so a binary relationthat satis�es TCum, TCM, and TCC is a `-cumulative tccr.Proposition 4. Suppose that ` is a tcr with an internal conjunction ^. A tccr j�is a f^;`g-cumulative i� it is `-cumulative. If ` has also a combining disjunction_, then j� is f_;^;`g-preferential i� it is f_;`g-preferential.Proposition 5. Let j� be a `-cumulative relation, and let ^ be an internalconjunction w.r.t. `. Then ^ is both an internal conjunction and a combiningconjunction w.r.t. j�.4 Scott Cautious Consequence RelationsDe�nition 8. A Scott cautious consequence relation (sccr , for short) is a bi-nary relation j� between nonempty7 sets of formulae that satis�es the followingconditions:s-R strong reexivity: if � \� 6=; then � j��.CM cautious monotonicity: if � j� and � j�� then �;  j��.CC[1] cautious 1-cut: if � j� and �;  j�� then � j��.A natural requirement from a Scott cumulative consequence relation is thatits single-conclusion counterpart will be a Tarskian cumulative consequence re-lation. Such a relation should also use disjunction on the r.h.s. like it uses con-junction on the l.h.s. The following de�nition formalizes these requirements.De�nition 9. Let ` be an scr with an internal disjunction _. A relation j�between nonempty �nite sets of formulae is called f_;`g-cumulative sccr if itis an sccr that satis�es the following two conditions:a) Let `T and j�T be, respectively, the single-conclusion counterparts of ` andj�. Then j�T is a `T-cumulative tccr.b) _ is an internal disjunction w.r.t. j�T as well.7 The condition of non-emptiness is just technically convenient here. It is possible toremove it with the expense of complicating somewhat the de�nitions and propo-sitions. It is preferable instead to employ (whenever necessary) the propositionalconstants t and f to represent the empty l.h.s. and the empty r.h.s., respectively.



Following the line of what we have done in the previous section, we next spec-ify conditions that are equivalent to those of De�nition 9, but are independentof the existence of any speci�c connective in the language.De�nition 10. Let ` be an scr. An sccr j� in the same language is called weakly`-cumulative if it satis�es the following conditions:Cum cumulativity: if �;� 6=; and � `�, then � j��.RW[1] right weakening: if �;  `� and � j� ;�, then � j��;�.RM right monotonicity: if � j�� then � j� ;�.Proposition 6. Let ` and _ be as in De�nition 9. A relation j� is a f_;`g-cumulative sccr i� it is a weakly `-cumulative sccr.Proposition 7. If ` has an internal disjunction, then j� is a weakly `-cumulativesccr if it satis�es Cum, CM, CC[1], and RW[1].We turn now to examine the role of conjunction in the present context.Proposition 8. Let ` be an scr with an internal conjunction ^, and let j� bea weakly `-cumulative sccr. Then:a) ^ is an internal conjunction w.r.t. j�.b) ^ is a \half" combining conjunction w.r.t. j�. I.e, it satis�es [j�^]E.De�nition 11. Suppose that an scr ` has an internal conjunction ^. A weakly`-cumulative sccr j� is called f^;`g-cumulative if ^ is also a combining con-junction w.r.t. j�.As usual, we provide an equivalent notion in which one does not have toassume that an internal conjunction is available:De�nition 12. A weakly `-cumulative sccr j� is called `-cumulative if for every�nite n the following condition is satis�ed:RW[n] if � j� i;� (i=1; : : : ; n) and �;  1; : : : ;  n`� then � j��;�.Proposition 9. Let ^ be an internal conjunction for `. An sccr j� is f^;`g-cumulative i� it is `-cumulative.Corollary 1. If ` is an scr with an internal conjunction ^ and j� is a `-cumulative sccr, then ^ is a combining conjunction and an internal conjunctionw.r.t. j�.Let us return now to disjunction, examining it this time from its combiningaspect. Our �rst observation is that unlike conjunction, one direction of thecombining disjunction property for j� of _ yields monotonicity of j�:Lemma 1. Suppose that _ is an internal disjunction for ` and j� is a weakly`-cumulative sccr in which [_j�]E is satis�ed. Then j� is (left) monotonic.



It follows that requiring [_j�]E from a weakly `-cumulative sccr is too strong.It is reasonable, however, to require its converse.De�nition 13. A weakly `-cumulative sccr j� is called weakly f_;`g-preferentialif it satis�es [_j�]I.Unlike the Tarskian case, this time we are able to provide an equivalentcondition in which one does not have to assume that a disjunction is available:De�nition 14. Let ` be an sccr. A weakly `-cumulative sccr is called weakly`-preferential if it satis�es the following rule:CC cautious cut : if � j� ;� and �;  j�� then � j��.Proposition 10. Let ` be an scr with an internal disjunction _. An sccr j� isweakly f_;`g-preferential i� it is weakly `-preferential.Some characterizations of weak `-preferentiality are given in the followingproposition:Proposition 11. Let ` be an scr.a) j� is a weakly `-preferential sccr i� it satis�es Cum, CM, CC, and RM.b) j� is a weakly `-preferential sccr i� it is a weakly `-cumulative sccr and forevery �nite n it satis�es cautious n-cut :CC[n] if �;  i j�� (i=1; : : : ; n) and � j� 1; : : : ;  n, then � j��.Note: By Proposition 1, the single conclusion counterpart of CC[n] is valid forany sccr (not only the cumulative or preferential ones).We are now ready to introduce our strongest notions of nonmonotonic Scottconsequence relation:De�nition 15. Let ` be an scr. A relation j� is called `-preferential i� it isboth `-cumulative and weakly `-preferential.Proposition 12. Let ` be an scr. j� is `-preferential i� it satis�es Cum, CM,CC, RM, and RW[n] for every n.Proposition 13. Let ` be an scr and let j� be a `-preferential sccr.a) An internal conjunction ^ w.r.t. ` is also an internal conjunction and acombining conjunction w.r.t. j�.b) An internal disjunction _ w.r.t. ` is also an internal disjunction and \half"combining disjunction w.r.t. j�.8CC[n] (n�1), which is valid for `-preferential sccrs, is a natural generalizationof cautious cut. A dual generalization, which seems equally natural, is given inthe following rule from [9]:LCC[n] � j�  1;� : : : � j�  n;�; �;  1; : : : ;  n j� �� j� �8 I.e., j� satis�es [_j�]I (but not necessarily [_j�]E.



De�nition 16. [9] A binary relation j� is a plausibility logic if it satis�es Inclu-sion (�;  j� ), CM, RM, and LCC[n] (n�1).De�nition 17. Let ` be an scr. A relation j� is called `-plausible if it is a`-preferential sccr and a plausibility logic.A more concise characterization of a `-plausible relation is given in the fol-lowing proposition:Proposition 14. Let ` be an scr. A relation j� is `-plausible i� it satis�esCum, CM, RM, and LCC[n] for every n.Proposition 15. Let ` be an scr with an internal conjunction ^. A relation j�is `-preferential i� it is `-plausible.Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize the various types of Scott relations consid-ered in this section and their relative strengths. ` is assumed there to be anscr, and _, ^ are internal disjunction and conjunction (respectively) w.r.t. `,whenever they are mentioned.Table 1. Scott relationsconsequence relation general conditionsvalid conditions with ^ and _sccr s-R, CM, CC[1]weakly `-cumulative Cum, CM, CC[1], RW[1], RMsccr [^j�]I, [^j�]E, [j�^]E, [j�_]I, [j�_]E`-cumulative sccr Cum, CM, CC[1], RW[n], RM[^j�]I, [^j�]E, [j�^]I, [j�^]E, [j�_]I, [j�_]Eweakly `-preferential Cum, CM, CC, RMsccr [^j�]I, [^j�]E, [j�^]E, [_j�]I, [j�_]I, [j�_]E,`-preferential sccr Cum, CM, CC, RW[n], RM[^j�]I, [^j�]E, [j�^]I, [j�^]E, [_j�]I, [j�_]I, [j�_]E`-plausible sccr Cum, CM, LCC[n], RM[^j�]I, [^j�]E, [j�^]I, [j�^]E, [_j�]I, [j�_]I, [j�_]Escr extending ` Cum, M, C[^j�]I, [^j�]E, [j�^]I, [j�^]E, [_j�]I, [_j�]E, [j�_]I, [j�_]E5 A Semantical Point of ViewIn this section we present a general method of constructing nonmonotonic con-sequence relations of the strongest type considered in the previous section, i.e.,preferential and plausible sccrs. Our approach is based on a multiple-valued se-mantics. This will allow us to de�ne in a natural way consequence relations thatare not only nonmonotonic, but also paraconsistent (see examples below).



uweakly `-cumulative sccr u`-cumulativesccru weakly `-preferentialsccr u`-preferential sccru`-plausible sccruAn scr that extends `
�������������� HHHHHHHHHHHHHjHHHHHHHHHHHHj �������������?6?(if a combining conjunctionis available)+ RW[n]+ CC + CC+ RW[n]

+ LCC[n]+ MFig. 1. Relative strength of the Scott relationsA basic idea behind our method is that of using a set of preferential modelsfor making inferences. Preferential models were introduced by McCarthy [14]and later by Shoham [21] as a generalization of the notion of circumscription.The essential idea is that only a subset of its models should be relevant formaking inferences from a given theory. These models are the most preferredones according to some conditions or preference criteria.De�nition 18. Let � be an arbitrary propositional language. A preferentialmultiple-valued structure for� (pms, for short) is a quadruple (L;F ;S;�), whereL is set of elements (\truth values"), F is a nonempty proper subset of L, S isa set of operations on L that correspond to the connectives in �, and � is awell-founded partial order on L.The set F consists of the designated values of L, i.e., those that representtrue assertions. In what follows we shall assume that L contains at least theclassical values t; f , and that t2F , f 62F .De�nition 19. Let (L;F ;S;�) be a pms.a) A (multiple-valued) valuation � is a function that assigns an element of L to



each atomic formula. Extensions to complex formulae are done as usual.b) A valuation � satis�es a formula  if �( )2F .c) A valuation � is a model of a set � of formulae, if � satis�es every formula in� . The set of the models of � is denoted by mod(� ).De�nition 20. Let (L;F ;S;�) be a pms. Denote � `L;F � if every model of� satis�es some formula in �.Proposition 16. `L;F is an scr.De�nition 21. Let (L;F ;S;�) be a pms for a language �.a) An operator ^ 9 is conjunctive if 8x; y2L, x ^ y2F i� x2F and y2F .b) An operator _ is disjunctive if 8x; y2L, x _ y2F i� x2F or y2F .Proposition 17. Let (L;F ;S;�) be a pms for �, and let ^ (_) be in �. If theoperation which corresponds to ^ (_) is conjunctive (disjunctive), then ^ (_) isboth an internal and a combining conjunction (disjunction) w.r.t. `L;F .De�nition 22. Let P be a pms and � a set of formulae in �. A valuationM 2mod(� ) is a P-preferential model of � if there is no other valuationM 02mod(� )s.t. for every atom p, M 0(p)�M (p). The set of all the P-preferential models of� is denoted by !(�;P).De�nition 23. Let P be a pms. A set of formulae � P-preferentially entails aset of formulae � (notation: � `L;F� �) if every M 2 !(�;P) satis�es some �2�.Proposition 18. Let (L;F ;S;�) be a pms. Then `L;F� is `L;F -plausible.Corollary 2. Let P=(L;F ;S;�) be a pms for a language �.a) If ^ is a conjunctive connective of � (relative to P), then it is a combiningconjunction and an internal conjunction w.r.t. `L;F� .b) If _ is a disjunctive connective of � (relative to P), then it is an internaldisjunction w.r.t. `L;F� , which also satis�es [_j�]I.Examples. Many known formalisms can be viewed as based on preferentialmultiple-valued structures. Among which are classical logic, Reiter's closed-worldassumption [17], the paraconsistent logic LPm of Priest [15,16], and the para-consistent bilattice-based logics `L;Fk and `L;FI [1, 2].AcknowledgmentThis research was supported by The Israel Science Foundation founded by TheIsrael Academy of Sciences and Humanities.9 We use here the same symbol for a connective and its corresponding operation in S.
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